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The purpose of this communication is to discuss the paper of W. C. Boyd on " The 
Accuracy of Estimates of MNS Gene Frequencies " . * In Boyd's paper, he attempts 
to demonstrate the advantage of calculations by Fisher's method of maximum 
likelihood for estimating MNS gene frequencies, as compared with the estimates obtai
ned by certain simple square root formulae used by the present writer. 2 For reasons 
which will be pointed out, the application of complex maximum likelihood method 
when estimating gene frequencies represents misdirected energy, since it fails to take 
into account certain basic limitations of investigations on blood group distribution. 

Significant Figures 

The first point raised by Boyd is that of significant figures. As the present writer 
has pointed out, there is a tendency among workers who use the maximum likelihood 
method to report gene frequencies with an exorbitant number of significant figures, 
far exceeding the number justified by the size of the series examined. For example, 
Fisher 3 has reported gene frequencies with as many as seven significant figures based 
on tests on fewer than one thousand individuals, while Boyd himself has used five or 
six significant figures for gene frequencies based on tests on even shorter series. In his 
new article Boyd admits the validity of this criticism, but at the same time misquotes 
the present writer as stating that gene frequencies should never be reported with 
more than two significant figures. The correct quotation is that no more significant 
figures should be used than are justified by the size of the series. In fact, as Boyd 
confesses, the present author has reported gene frequencies with three decimal places 
or significant figures. 

By placing excessive emphasis on the use of the complex maximum likelihood 
calculations, Boyd directs attention away from far more important sources of error 
in studies on the distribution of the blood groups. Perusal of literature shows 
many published reports where simple inspection is sufficient to establish the presence 
of gross errors. The reason for this is that much of the published data is based on 
tests carried out by workers with only superficial knowledge and understanding of 
blood group serology, and who are therefore not qualified to carry out accurately 
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the delicate M-N-S and Rh-Hr tests. In fact, there are many reports dealing with 
the distribution of the basic four A-B-O groups in which blatant errors are manifest, 
even though the technique of A-B-O testing has become standardized and simplified 
by the ready availability of potent and specific antisera. For example, the early 
report of Moss gives the frequencies of the A-B-O groups, based on tests on 80 indi
viduals, as group O, 43.2 percent; group A, 40.0 percent; group B, 7.0 percent; and 
group AB, 10.0 percent; but gene frequency analysis proves that Moss's frequency 
for group AB is entirely too high. Whether this was caused by technical or sampling 
errors is uncertain; at any rate, these results were quoted in textbooks for decades 
and even at the present time Moss's percentages are occasionally quoted as standard 
for the U.S.A. A more recent and blatant example is provided by the mass grouping 
tests carried out on members of the U.S. Armed Forces. Upon re-examination, the 
A-B-O groups printed on the dog tags proved to be incorrect in as many as 10 percent 
of the tests. Obviously, technical faults alone could hardly account for such a high 
percentage of mistakes, which apparently were caused principally by clerical errors. 

Another recent example is the report by Gurevitch et al. 4 on the distribution 
of the Rh-Hr types in certain Jewish populations. In one series of 129 individuals 
they reported 14 to be of the rare type Rh z Rh x ; in a second series of 162 individuals, 
9 were reported of the rare type Rh z Rh t ; while in a third series of 200 individuals, 
6 were reported of the rare type RhzRhj . These extraordinary results amost surely 
represent errors in technique, yet the data were reported without comment by the 
investigators, nor were they challenged by the editor of the journal in which they 
appeared. Even experienced investigators may make errors in blood grouping if 
the reagents they use are too weak or lack specificity. 1 In contrast to sampling errors 
attributable to the size of the series, technical and clerical errors have a bias. Therefore 
it is far more important to concentrate one's efforts in order to avoid technical errors 
which can affect the accuracy of the first and second significant figures, rather than 
waste valuable time in carrying out complex mathematical computations in order 
to achieve a dubious increase in " accuracy " affecting the third or fourth significant 
figure. 

Limitations of the Maximum Likelihood Method 

Fisher and Boyd persistently overlook the most serious limitation of the maximum 
likelihood method, namely, that it entails a knowledge of mathematics which all but 
a few workers in the field lack, and that the calculations are so complex and laborious 
that they are costly of time and effort and are subject to error even in expert hands. 
For example, Fisher 3 devoted an entire article to the complex calculations necessary 
to derive the Rh-Hr gene frequencies for a single series of individuals tested in England. 
Obviously such complex calculations would be too impracticable to apply to more 
than a few of the large number of series given in the book by Mourant. 5 Moreover, 
in Boyd's article he confesses to certain serious errors in calculations which he himself 
has made. Thus, the standard deviations for certain gene frequencies Ls, L, Is, and 
/ were previously given by Boyd as .018, .022, .014, and .020, respectively, but he 
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now confesses too errors in calculations so that these values should have been .024, 
.027, .021, and .025, respectively, an error of 25 percent. Obviously if an expert 
mathematician like Boyd can make such gross errors in calculations, the chance of 
mistakes will be even greater when other less proficient workers attempt to apply 
the maximum likelihood method. This further justifies the contention of the present 
author that it is much easier and safer to carry out a few more blood tests, in order 
to increase the precision of estimated gene frequencies, than to apply the complex 
maximum likelihood method. 

Close examination reveals that the claimed gain in " accuracy " by the use of 
the maximum likelihood method is too trivial to be worth the cost and effort, since 
almost identical results can be obtained with the aid of the simple square root formulae. 
Thus, Boyd confesses that gene frequencies for his Benghali data, as computed by 
the present author using the simple square root formulae, do not differ from the 
values obtained by him, using the complex maximum likelihood method. This, he 
asserts, is accidental, and he cites Fry's Cook Islander data as an " outstanding " 
example supposedly demonstrating the superiority of the maximum likelihood method. 
A series of 267 individuals were examined by Fry, so that maximum difference in 
incidence that could be detected in this series would be of the order of one part in 
about 250. Boyd reports that the present author's square root method gives a value 
for one of the gene frequencies of 57.87 percent, while the maximum likelihood method 
gives the value of 58.04 percent, a difference of about one part in about 500, such 
as might be obtained by testing one-half of one person in the series of 267. He offers 
no evidence to show which of the two estimates is closer to the " exact " value, but 
asserts that the " grater accuracy " of the maximum likelihood estimate is equivalent 
to testing 17 more Cook Islanders at an increased cost of $ 69.00. Even accepting 
Boyd's estimate of the cost, the writer wonders how many people would be willing 
to spend $ 69.00 for an " increased accuracy " in an estimate equivalent to half of 
one person? Besides, the expert mathematician who makes the maximum likelihood 
calculations surely is paid a salary! Moreover, as has already been shown, the sup
posed increase in accuracy of the third significant figure is of dubious value, con
sidering that there are so many other more potent factors affecting the accuracy of 
the first and second significant figures. 

Comment 

During the past few years, a large number of articles have appeared dealing with 
the distribution of the A-B-O groups and Rh factor in a variety of diseases, such as 
diabetes, hypertension, gastric and duodenal ulcer, toxemia of pregnancy, carcinoma 
of the lung and stomach, and sarcoidosis. This repeats a line of investigation which 
was in vogue more than 30 years ago, and was long ago shown to be both fruitless 
and pointless. In the more recent studies, small but " statistically significant " diffe
rences have been reported in the blood group distribution in various diseases as 
compared with healthy individuals in so-called " control series " . This has caused 
these investigators to conclude that individuals of certain blood groups and Rh types 
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are more susceptible to peptic ulcer, or diabetes or sarcoidosis, etc. They have even 
gone so far as to speculate how blood group polysaccharides of a particular chemical 
structure may cause an individual to be more susceptible to certain diseases. These 
studies, like the use of the maximum likelihood method for calculating blood group 
gene frequencies, place emphasis on superficialities and disregard more fundamental 
causes of variations in blood group distribution. 

To justify comparing the blood group distribution in a series of individuals with 
a specific disease and a so-called control series of " normals ", one must make the 
tacit assumption that the population from which the individuals were derived is 
stable and is homogeneous. However, there is probably no living population today, 
anywhere in the world, that is strictly homogeneous in a sense that there is random 
mating among members of the population. Social, economic, political, religious, 
and other barriers lead to the formation of isolates within the population, so that 
random mating is the exception rather than the rule. In addition series from diffe
rent age groups are not comparable because of the effects of migration and diffe
rential fertility. In large cities such as New York and London, isolation and inbreeding 
occur among members of subgroups of different nationalities or religious beliefs, 
and this is especially true for populations from different cities of the same country. 
For example, in the U.S.S.R., the percentage of group B has been found to range 
from 31.5 percent for Asiatic Russians to 46.2 percent in Odessa. If one were to 
apply the superficial reasoning used by investigators who have been studying blood 
group distribution in disease, one would conclude that individuals of group B have 
a special predilection to reside in Odessa in preference to other parts of Russia. Perhaps 
some percularity of their blood group polysaccharides causes group B people to 
prefer cities beginning with the letter " O " ?! 

Another example of lack of insight in modern blood group literature is provided 
by the articles in which the incorrect G-D-E notations for the Rh-Hr types are used. 
The confusion which exists in the literature regarding the serology, genetics and 
nomenclature of the Rh-Hr types is caused by the fact that most of the articles 
published have been written by individuals who have only a superficial understanding 
of the subject. 8' '' 8' Adopting the simple but incorrect tacit assumption of a one-
to-one correspondence between agglutinogen and antibody, such workers merely 
read the labels of purchased antisera which they use, and then " type " bloods as 
C + ,D—, E + , c—, etc. Certainly, there is much more to Rh-Hr serology and genetics 
than acquaintance with the English alphabet or the ability to read labels on bottles 
of antisera. Yet, such individuals write articles on blood grouping, and pose as experts 
in medicolegal cases of disputed paternity. Recently the present author had the task 
of correcting errors in M-N and Rh-Hr typing committed by two such self-designated 
experts, which almost caused serious miscarriages of justice. (Nor does expert know
ledge of Chi Square tests make one an expert in blood group serology). Significantly, 
the same workers who place emphasis on the supposed value of maximum likelihood 
calculations have also endorsed the recent investigations on blood group distribution 
in disease, and the use of the superficially attractive but fallacious C-D-E notations. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

i. For reporting results of calculations of blood group frequencies no more signi
ficant figures should be used than are justified by the size of the series tested. 

2. Technical and clerical mistakes have been responsible for gross discrepancies 
in reports on blood group distribution published in the literature, which qualified 
investigators can recognize by mere inspection of the data. 

3. Maximum likelihood calculations are complex and laborious and require a 
mastery of mathematics which few workers possess. Even in the hands of experts 
gross errors have resulted when carrying out the laborious computations, so that such 
calculations are not only expensive but impracticable and dangerous. 

4. The application of maximum likelihood calculations by Boyd to two series 
of individuals tested for the M-N-S types has yielded estimates of gene frequencies 
differing only in the third decimal place from the values obtained by the author 
with the aid of simple square root formulae. When one considers, even disregarding 
the possibility of technical and clerical errors, that the sizes of these two series justified 
the use of only two significant figures, it is evident that the maximum likelihood 
method contributed only a dubious increase in ,, accuracy " . Therefore, such cal
culations consume misdirected energy and place emphasis on superficialities while 
disregarding more important factors which can affect the accuracy of the data. 

5. Many investigators when studying the distribution of the blood groups make 
the tacit but incorrect assumption that the population is undergoing random mating 
and is therefore homogeneous. This appears to be one basis for the recent series of 
fallacious reports on the supposed relationship between the blood groups and various 
diseases. 

6. Confusion in the blood grouping field is due to the fact that most of the articles 
and books which are published have been written by individuals who have only 
superficial knowledge and understanding of the subject. The widespread use of the 
incorrect G-D-E notations reflects the lack of mastery of Rh-Hr serology shared by 
these workers. 

7. It is significant that the same workers who are enthusiastic for maximum 
likelihood calculations also endorse the pointless studies on blood group distribution 
in disease, and the use of the superficially attractive but fallacious C-D-E notations. 
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RIASSUNTO 

i) Per riferire i risultati di 
calcoli sulle frequenze dei grup
pi sanguigni non dovrebbe essere 
usato un numero di cifre supe-
riore a quello che sia giustifi-
cato dall'entita del materiale esa-
minato. 

2) Errori tecnici e di trascri-
zione sono stati la causa di gros-
solane discrepanze nelle relazioni 
sulla distribuzione dei gruppi 
sanguigni pubblicate nella lette-
ratura, errori che studiosi quali-
ficati possono identificare in base 
ad un semplice esame dei dati. 

3) I calcoli di massima proba
bility sono complessi e laboriosi 
e richiedono una padronanza del-
la matematica che pochi ricerca-
tori possiedono. Anche in mano 
ad esperti sono risultati degli er
rori grossolani nelPeseguire que-
sti laboriosi computi, al punto 
che tali calcoli divengono non 
soltanto costosi ma anche poco 
pratici e pericolosi. 

RESUME 

1) Lorsque Ton rapporte le 
resultat des calculs faits sur la 
frequence des groupes sanguins, 
on ne doit pas presenter de chif-
fres plus significatifs que ceux 
justifies par le nombre de sujets 
c'e la serie etudiee. 

2) U n investigates compe
tent peut reconnaitre d'un sim
ple coup d'oeil les erreurs techni
ques et clericales responsables 
des variations importantes notees 
dans la litterature touchant la 
distribution des groupes san
guins. 

3) Les calculs de probability 
maxima sont delicats et difficiles 
et requierent une maitrise des 
mathematiques que peu de cher-
cheurs possedent. Meme entre 
mains expertes, des erreurs gros-
sieres se glissent au cours de ces 
calculs laborieux de sorte que de 
telles methodes sont non seule-
ment dispensieuses mais inuti-
lisables et dangereuses. 

4) L'application par Boyd des 

4) L'applicazione dei calcoli di 
massima probabilita, da parte di 
Boyd, a due serie di individui 
esaminati per i tipi M-N-S e 
risultata in valutazione della fre-
quenza dei geni che differiscono 
soltanto nella terza cifra deci-
male da quelle ottenute dall'au-
tore con l'aiuto di semplici for-
mule di radici quadrate. Quando 
si consideri, anche senza tener 
conto della possibility di errori 
tecnici ed umani, che Pentita di 
queste due serie giustificava l'uso 
di due sole cifre significative, e 
evidente che il metodo della mas
sima probabilita contribuiva sol
tanto ad un dubbio aumento 
nella « accuratezza ». Percio tali 
calcoli consumano energia male 
sfruttata e mettono in risalto ele-
menti superficiali mentre non ten-
gono conto dei piu importanti 
fattori che possono influenzare 
l'accuratezza dei dati. 

5) Molti ricercatori nello stu-
diare la distribuzione dei gruppi 
sanguigni suppongono, tacitamen-

calculs de probability maxima 
dans deux series de cas etudies 
au point de vue M.N.S. a con
duit a des resultats ne differant 
qu'a la troisieme decimale de 
ceux obtenus par l'auteur alors 
que celui-ci n'employait que de 
simples regies a racine carree. 
Si Ton admet, faisant abstraction 
de la possibility d'erreurs techni
ques et clericales, que l'envergure 
des deux series etudiees justifie 
l'emploi de seulement deux chif-
frcs significatifs, il est evident 
que la methode de calcul de pro
babilite maxima ne fournit qu'un 
apport de precision negligeable. 
De tels calculs ne font que con-
sommer une energie mal diri-
gee, dormer de l'emphase a des 
problemes superficiels et negli-
ger par ce fait meme des fac-
teurs plus importants qui peu-
vent influer sur la precision des 
statistiques. 

5) Dans l'etude de la distri
bution des groupes sanguins, 
plusieurs investigateurs font l'as-
somption tacite mais fausse que 

te ma erroneamente, che la po-
polazione proceda ad accoppia-
menti indiscriminati e sia percio 
omogenea. Sembra che questa sia 
l'origine della recente serie di 
erronee comunicazioni sulla sup-
posta relazione fra i gruppi san
guigni e diverse malattie. 

6) La confusione nel campo 
dei gruppi sanguigni e dovuta al 
fatto che la maggior parte degli 
articoli e dei libri pubblicati so
no stati scritti da persone che 
hanno soltanto una superficiale 
conoscenza e comprensione del-
l'argomento. L'uso assai diffuso 
della inesatta nomenclatura C-
D-E riflette la mancanza di pa
dronanza della serologia Rh-Hr 
che e comune a queste persone. 

7) Vale la pena di notare che 
gli stessi studiosi che sono en-
tusiasti dei calcoli di massima 
probabilita appoggiano anche gli 
inutili studi sulla distribuzione 
dei gruppi sanguigni nelle ma
lattie e l'uso della nomenclatura 
C-D-E, superficialmente attraen-
te ma inesatta. 

la population se multiplie au 
hasard et est done homogene. 
Ceci semble etre une des bases 
de la serie recente d'articles fal-
lacieux sur les supposes rapports 
entre les groupes sanguins et 
diverses maladies. 

6) La confusion dans le do-
maine des groupes sanguins est 
due au fait que la plupart des 
articles et des volumes publies 
ont ete ecrits par des personnes 
qui n'ont qu'une connaissance et 
une comprehension superficielles 
de ce sujet. Le vaste usage par 
ces auteurs de l'inadequate no
menclature CDE reflete une la-
cune dans leur maitrise de la 
serologie Rh-Hr. 

7) II est remarquable que ces 
auteurs memes, enthousiastes de 
la methode de calculs de proba
bilite maxima, encouragent l'etu
de inutile de la distribution des 
groupes sanguins dans les mala
dies et 1'usage de la nomencla
ture C-D-E attrayante en surface 
mais fallacieuse. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

i. Bei der Berichterstattung 
der Kalkulierergebnisse mit Be-
zug auf die Haufigkeit von Blut-
gruppen sollten keine bedeutsa-
mere Zahlen beniitzt werden als 
durch die Grosse der untersuch-
ten Reihenfolgen gerechtfertigt 
sind. 

2. Technische Irrtumer und 
Schreibfehler miissen fiir krasse 
Widerspriiche in den in der Li-
teratur feroffentlichten Berich-
ten liber die Blutgruppenvertei-
lung verantwordich gemacht 
werden, und derartige Irrtumer 
sind fiir den fachkundigen Prii-
fer durch eine blosse Ueberprii-
fung leicht erkennbar. 

3. Grosstwahrscheinlichkeitre-
chnungen sind kompliziert und 
muhseJig, und erfordern eine 
Mathematikkenntnis die nur we-
nige Facharbeiter besitzen. Gro-
be Irrtumer ergaben sich sogar 
in den Arbeiten von Spezialisten 
bei der Durchfuhrung der miih-
seligen Berechnungen, so dass 
solche Kalkulierungen nicht nur 
teuer sind, sondern auch unprak-
tisch und gefahrlich. 

4. Die Anwendung der Gros-

stwahrscheinlichkeitrechnu n ge n 
durch Boyd bei zwei Gruppen 
von Personen die auf die M-N-S 
Typen geprxift wurden, ergaben 
Berechnungen von Geneshaufi-
gkeit, die nur an dritter Dezi-
malstelle von den Zahlen abwi-
chen welche der Autor mit Hil-
fe einer einfachen Quadratwur-
zelrechnung erstellte. Wenn man 
sogar von moglichen technischen 
irrtiimern und Schreibfehlern ab-
sieht und in Erwagung zieht, dass 
die Grosse dieser zwei Reihe-
folgen die Anwendung von nur 
zwei bedeutsamen Ziffern gere-
chtfertigen, ist es klar, dass die 
Wahrscheinlichkeitrechnung nur 
einen fragwiirdigen Beitrag an 
« Genauigkeit » darstelh. Derar
tige Kalkulationen verbrauchen 
desshalb falsch angewandte 
Energie und betonen Oberfiach-
lichkeiten, wahrend die wichti-
geren Faktoren welche die Ge
nauigkeit der Angaben beein-
flussen konnen unberiicksichtigt 
bleiben. 

5. Viele Priifer gehen beim 
Studium der Blutgruppenvertei-
lung stillschweigend jedoch un-
richtig von der Voraussetzung 

aus, dass die Bevolkerung sich 
aufs Geratewohl versippt und 
desshalb homogen ist. Auf dieser 
Annahme scheint teilweise eine 
jiingst aufgetretene Reihe von 
triigerischen Berichten aufgebaut 
zu sein die sich mit der mut-
masslichen Beziehung zwischen 
Blutgruppen und verschiedenen 
Rrankheiten befassen. 

6. Die Verwirrung auf dem 
Gebiete der Blutgruppierung ist 
darauf zuriick zu fiihren, dass 
der Grossteil der veroffentiichten 
Artikel und Biicher von Perso
nen stammt die nur oberflach-
lich mit der Materie vertraut 
sind. Die weitverbreitete An
wendung der unrichtigen C-D-E 
Bezeichnungen bezeugt einen 
Mangel an Rh-Hr Serumkundi-
gkeit welche diesen Arbeitern 
gemein ist. 

7. Es ist bezeichnend, dass 
dieselben Facharbeiter die mit 
der Grosstwahrscheinlichkeitre-
chnung begeistert sind auch die 
sinnlosen Studien der Blutgrup-
penverteilung bei Krankheiten 
befiirworten, zusammen mit der 
oberflachlich anziehenden, jedoch 
trugerischen C-D-E Bezeichnung. 
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